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FROM FRACTAL ROBUSTNESS TO THE CRONE APPROACH

A� OUSTALOUP� J� SABATIER AND X� MOREAU

Abstract� This article deals with the transposition of �fractal robustness�
to automatic control� The considered dynamic model which governs this phe�
nomenon is a non integer order linear di�erential equation where the natural
frequency and the damping ratio of the oscillatory mode of the solution are
determined� A remarkable result is that the damping ratio is exclusively linked
to the non integer order of the di�erential equation� This is the corner stone
of the CRONE control� The dynamic behaviour of this control is described in
tracking and in regulation� The robustness of the damping ratio and of the
resonance ratio is demonstrated� An open loop is de�ned using closed loop
performance speci�cations� A CRONE regulator is approximated by an inte�
ger order transmittance� Finally� the principle of the CRONE suspension� the
synthesis method and the performance are developed�

R�esum�e� Cet article traite de la transposition en automatique de la �ro�
bustesse fractale�� Le mod�ele dynamique consid�er�e est une �equation dif�
f�erentielle lin�eaire d	ordre non entier dont la fr�equence propre et le facteur
d	amortissement du mode oscillatoire de la solution sont d�etermin�es� Un r�e�
sultat remarquable tient �a ce que le facteur d	amortissement est exclusivement
li�e �a l	ordre non entier de l	�equation di��erentielle� Un tel r�esultat est �a l	origine
de la commande CRONE� Le comportement dynamique de cette commande
est d�ecrit en asservissement et en r�egulation� La robustesse du facteur de r�e�
sonance est d�emontr�ee� Un transfert en boucle ouverte est d�e�ni �a partir des
sp�eci�cations des performances en boucle ferm�ee� Un r�egulateur CRONE est
synth�etis�e par une transmittance d	ordre entier� En�n� le principe de la sus�
pension CRONE� sa m�ethode de synth�ese et ses performances sont d�evelopp�es�

�� Introduction

The concept of fractal robustness may be illustrated by the relaxation of water
on a porous dyke� where the damping ratio is independent of the mass of moving
water ���� This phenomenon is paradoxical in the integer approach to classical
mechanics where the damping of any relaxation is dependent on the carried mass
���� The example of relaxation of water on a porous dyke could be replaced by
the relaxation of air on leaves or a lung� as leaves or lungs ��� also have a fractal
dimension� The CRONE control or Contr�ole Robuste d�Ordre Non Entier �which
means non integer order robust control	� where the degree of stability is robust with
respect to the uncertainties of a plant �
�� is based on this property�

In geometry� the continuity of the dimension is associated to the notion of frac�
tality or of fractal ����

In systemics� the continuity of the order of a system implies the notion of non
integer order� more precisely non integer di�erentiation ����

In other words whereas fractality comes under geometry� non integer di�erenti�

ation comes under systemics� or more speci�cally system dynamics� The interde
pendence of these two concepts can only therefore appear when there is correlation
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between geometry and dynamics� or more speci�cally when geometry conditions
a physical phenomenon ruled by a di�erential equation� Examples where the non
integer derivative is used as a modelling tool are numerous in the various areas of
physics ��� ���� ���� ���� etc ���

The paper is organized as follows�
From an observation by dyke builders on the relaxation of water on coastal

breakwaters or river embankments whose damping is independent of the mass of
moving water� a dynamic model governing the relaxation of water on a porous dyke
is �rst given� The global model which results from the fundamental principle of
dynamics proves to be remarkable both in its simplicity and its properties� It is
a di�erential linear equation of non integer order between � and �� In its solution
the natural frequency of the relaxation depends on the mass of moving water� The
damping ratio does not depend on this mass but on the non integer order of the
di�erential equation dictated by the fractal dimension of the dyke�

The robustness of the damping is illustrated by two isodamping halfstraight
lines in the operational plane� and by a frequency template in the Nichols plane
where the form and the vertical sliding ensure the invariance of the phase margin�
The transposition of this template in automatic control de�nes the non integer
approach used by the second generation CRONE control�

Then a description is given of the CRONE control�s dynamic behavior in tracking
and in regulation� and its frequential dynamic performances which translate in
particular the robustness of the resonance ratio both in tracking and in regulation�

An open loop transfer including the template is described in the operational
domain� Its description takes into account automatic control performance speci�
cations � accuracy� dynamics and the sensitivity of the plant input� The parameters
of this transfer are then determined�

The non integer order regulator deduced from this is then approximated by an
integer order transmittance�

The usefulness of the non integer di�erentiation in vibration isolation is studied
with the CRONE suspension� Performance obtained from a quartercar model
reveals� contrary to a traditional suspension where there is a interdependence mass
resonance and massdamping� a great robustness of the resonance ratio and the
damping ratio versus sprung mass variations��

�� Modeling of a robust natural relaxation

The aim of this section is to establish the dynamic model which governs the
relaxation of water on a porous dyke�

Given a mass M of water� the movement of which is its penetration into a
permeable� or porous� dyke� and its velocity V �t	 ��g� �	� the application of the
fundamental law of dynamics leads to the following di�erential equation �

M
dV �t	

dt
� F �t	 � �� ����	

in which F �t	 is the reaction force of the dyke� i�e� the resultant of the forces which
solicit the water mass M �

If S denotes the �owing section� speed V �t	 can be expressed as a function of
Q �t	� namely �

�One of the technological solutions ���� developed for automotive domain was awarded
the AFCET	�� trophy which distinguishes the best technological innovation stemming from
University�Industry collaborations�
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Figure �� Study plant

V �t	 � Q �t	 �S� ����	

Moreover� force F �t	 can be expressed as a function of the dynamic pressure
P �t	 on the surface of the dyke� namely �

F �t	 � P �t	S� ����	

Using relations ����	 and ����	� one obtains a new form of the di�erential equation
����	 �

M

S�
dQ �t	

dt
� P �t	 � �� ����	

Considering the fractal character of the dyke porosity and the corresponding
recursivity� it can be demonstrated that the water �ow Q �t	 is proportional to the

non integer derivative of the pressure P �t	 at the water�dyke interface� namely ����

Q �t	 �
�

�����

�
d

dt

����
P �t	 with � � � � �� ���
	

an equation which represents the dynamic model of the water dykeinterface� This
proof is carried out through two di�erent methods� The �rst uses a hypergeometric
function ���� The second is based on the smoothing of the Bode asymptotic diagrams
of an equivalent electric admittance �����

Including ���
	 in ����	 provides a linear di�erential equation of non integer order
� between � and �� namely �

M

S�
�

�����

�
d

dt

��
P �t	 � P �t	 � �� ����	

or� under a canonical form �

��
�
d

dt

��
P �t	 � P �t	 � �� ����	

where � denotes the transitional time constant de�ned by �

� �

�
M

S�
�

�����

����
� ����	

�� Fractal robustness

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the robustness of the damping ratio
of the relaxation governed by ����	� this robustness being called fractal robustness

�����
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���� Isodamping half�straight lines

The characteristic equation of di�erential equation ����	 is

� � ��s	� � �� ����	

namely �

��s	� � �� � e�j�� ����	

the argument of � thus chosen �namely ��	 being in accordance with the deter
mination ������� of the argument of s imposed by the unde�ned character of s�

for s � R��
Such an equation admits no other than two poles� namely �

s �
�

�
e�j��� � ����	

for � � � � �� their argument is indeed in accordance with the determination
�������� The poles are complex and conjugated and form a centre angle �� with
� � �� � ���	 ��g� �	� � depending on M� the poles move at a constant angle
��xed by the order �	 when M varies� The robustness in plane s is then illustrated
by two halfstraight lines which form the same angle � in relation to the real axis
and are called isodamping half�straight lines�

Figure �� Illustration of the robustness in the operational plane �
the displacement of the roots on the isodamping halfstraight line
ensure the robustness of the damping

The natural frequency and the damping ratio are directly deduced from the poles�
through their modulus ��� and the halfcentre angle � that they form �

�p �
�

�
sin� �

�

�
sin

�
� � �

�

�
�

�

�
sin

��
�

�
����	

and

� ��	 � cos � � cos
�
� � �

�

�
� � cos

��
�

�
� ���
	

This result shows that the damping ratio � is exclusively a function of order

�� thus allowing the introduction of the notion of robust oscillatory mode� we
summarize�
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The notion of robust oscillatory mode characterizes the concept of

fractal robustness

which de�nes the robustness of the damping of natural phenomena�
that fractality ensures through non integer di�erentiation	

���� Frequency template

Using the Laplace transform on ����	� one obtains �

��s	
�
P �s	 � P �s	 � �� ����	

thus �

P �s	 � �
�

�

�s

��
P �s	 � ����	

This operational equation is translated by the functional diagram� �g� �� which
is the same as that of a free control �nil input E �s		� Because of a unit feedback�
the direct chain determines an open loop transmittance of the form �


 �s	 �

�
�

�s

��
�
��u
s

��
� ����	

which is the transmittance of a non integer integrator in which �u � ��� denotes
the unit gain �or transitional	 frequency�

Figure �� Functional diagram de�ning an open loop transfer

As arg 
 �j�	 � ����� with � � � � �� the Nichols locus ��� of 
 �j�	 is a
vertical straight line of abscissa between ���� and ���

When M changes� frequency �u is modi�ed in conformity with the expression

�u �
�

�
�

�
�����

S�

M

����
� ����	

So� the straight line thus obtained slides on itself at the time of a variation of
M� Such a vertical displacement ensures the constancy of the phase margin �m ����
and thus the constancy of the corresponding damping ratio in the time domain� so
translating the robustness of the damping�

In automatic control� the aim is to obtain a similar frequency behavior� in a
medium frequency range around �u� knowing that the closed loop dynamic behavior
is exclusively linked to the open loop behavior around �u frequency�

This involves �

� an open loop Nichols locus which forms a vertical straight line segment around
�u for the nominal parametric state of the plant� called open loop frequency
template �or more simply template	 ��g� �	 �
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Figure �� Illustration of robustness in the Nichols plane � the
form and the vertical sliding of template AB ensure the robustness
of the damping through a constant phase margin �m

� and a sliding of the template on itself at the time of a reparametration of
the plant �this condition being veri�ed when the reparametration of the plant
only leads to gain variations around �u	�

Synthesizing such a template de�nes the non integer approach that the second
generation CRONE control uses�

�� Second generation CRONE control

���� Dynamic behavior in closed loop

Given that the open loop behavior around the unit gain frequency determines
the dynamic behavior in closed loop� the study of this behavior can be based on the
transmittances in tracking T�s	 and in regulation S�s	 determined from the trans
mittance in open loop reduced to the transmittance of description of the template�
� �s	� namely �


 �s	 � � �s	 with � � ��A� �B� � ����	

and

� �s	 �
��u
s

��
� � � ��� �� � ����	

T�s	 and S�s	 can be expressed as ��g� 
	 �

T�s	 �

�
S �s	

E �s	

�
D	s
��

�
� �s	

� � � �s	
�

�

� �
�

s
�u

�� ����	

and

S�s	 �

�
S �s	

D �s	

�
E	s
��

�
�

� � � �s	
�

�
s
�u

��
� �

�
s
�u

�� � ����	
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Figure �� Control diagram

���� Frequency dynamic performances

In tracking� gain reaches a maximum for resonance frequency

�t �
�
� cos�

�

�

����
�u� ���
	

and in regulation� gain reaches a maximum for resonance frequency

�r �
�
� cos�

�

�

�����
�u� ����	

This result reveals the existence of a resonance when cos �����	 � �� namely for
� � � � � and therefore for the CRONE control since � � � � ��

The resonance ratio in tracking is expressed by the relation

Qt ��	 �
jT�j�t	j
jT�j�	j �

�

sin��
�

� ����	

and the resonance ratio in regulation is expressed by

Qr ��	 �
jS�j�r	j
jS�j�	j �

�

sin��
�

	 ����	

These results show that the resonance ratio depends exclusively on control order

�� thus allowing the introduction of the notion of robust resonance�
Using ���
	 to ����	 permits to de�ne the link between the frequency dynamic

performances in tracking and in regulation� namely �

��t�r	
��� � �u ����	

and

Qt ��	 � Qr ��	 	 �����	

Relation ����	 express that the resonance frequencies in tracking and in regulation

are symmetrically distributed with regard to the open loop unit gain frequency�
Relation �����	 expresses that the resonance ratios in tracking and in regulation

are identical� Their identity is illustrated quite simply by the tangency of the
vertical template to two amplitude contours with equal graduation� one the Nichols
locus and the other the Oustaloup locus �����

���� Open loop transfer including the template

The aim here is an analytical description of the open loop behavior �for the
nominal plant	 which takes into account �

� the accuracy speci�cations at low frequencies �
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� the vertical template around unit gain frequency �u �
� the input sensitivity speci�cations at high frequencies�

For a stable minimum phase plant� it turns out that the behavior thus de�ned
can be described by a transmittance based on the frequency�limited real non integer

di�erentiation� namely �


 �s	 �
h
Kb

��b
�

� �
�inb

�
BB�
�
B�� �

�
�u
�b

��
� �

�
�u
�h

��
	
CA
���

� � s
�h

� � s
�b

	
CCA
�


Kh

� � s
�h

�nh

� �����	

with �

Kb �



� �

�
�b
�u

�������

and Kh �



� �

�
�u
�h

������

� �����	

In the particular case where transitional frequencies �b and �h are su�ciently
distant from frequency �u� around this frequency �i�e� �b �� � �� �h	� 
 �s	 can
be reduced to transmittance


 �s	 �
��u
s

��
� �����	

which is the same as that described by the template �relation ����		�
The order � transmittance of relation �����	 describes the frequency trunca

tion of the template de�ned by the transitional frequencies �b and �h ����� This
transmittance results from the substitution of the part raised at power � for the
transmittance �b�p which is used in the description of the template between fre
quencies �A and �B�

If npb represents the order of the asymptotic behavior of the plant in the low
frequency domain �� � �b	� order nb of the proportionalintegrator is de�ned by �

nb � � if npb � � and by nb � npb if npb � �� �����	

given that nb � � cancels the position error and that nb � � cancels the hauling
error ���� FinallyKb ensures unitary gain to the proportional integrator at frequency
�u�

If nph denotes the order of the asymptotic behavior of the plant in the high
frequency domain �� � �h	� the lowpass �lter order nh is de�ned by �

nh � nph� ����
	

given that �for � � �h	 nh � nph ensures constancy of the sensitivity of the input
when the frequency rises� and nh � nph ensures its decrease as the frequency rises
����� Finally Kh ensures unitary gain to the lowpass �lter at frequency �u�

The order � of the template is determined by the tangency of the template at
a given magnitude contour of the Nichols chart and the corresponding resonance
ratio in tracking de�nes the �rst normalized overshoot of the free or step response
in closed loop�

As frequency �u determines the rapidity of the dynamics of the closed loop� it is
�xed by the designer to suit the input sensitivity R��	 constraint de�ned by �����	�

The high transitional frequency �h which determines the length of the template
on the high frequency side is limited by a constraint which limits the sensitivity of
the input� namely
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Sup
G

�R ��		 � Rmax� �����	

with ��g� 
	 �

R ��	 �

����U �j�	

E �j�	

����
d	t
��

�

����U �j�	

D �j�	

����
e	t
��

�

���� C �j�	

� � 
 �j�	

����
d	t
��

� �����	

where


 �j�	 � C �j�	G �j�	 � �����	

The low transitional frequency �b which determines the length of the template
on the low frequency side� can be chosen in accordance with the relation �u �

��b�h	
��� which adds no constraint to the control�

���� Controller structure and parametric synthesis

Controller C�s	 in cascade with the plant is synthesized from its frequency re
sponse deduced from the ratio �

C �j�	 �

 �j�	

G� �j�	
� �����	

where G� �j�	 denotes the frequency response of the nominal plant�
Two techniques can be used for the synthesis of the CRONE controller C�s	�

The �rst is based on the elementary symmetrical functions of Viete roots ����� The
second is based on the solving of a linear programming problem �����

�� The CRONE suspension


��� introduction

Two groups of factors in�uence the design of vehicle suspensions� The main
factor of the �rst group is the vibration isolation requirement� This implies that over
a wide range of operating conditions the suspension must provide a comfortable ride
for passengers� In the second group� one of the most important factors is the stroke
length design constraint� It represents the maximal allowable relative displacement
between the bodywork and wheels� Additional constraints are imposed by the
stability� safety and handling requirements of the vehicle ����� Finally� there are
always cost constraints�

Passive� semiactive and active suspensions satisfy these requirements to di�ering
degrees ����� Passive suspensions are characterized by the absence of any controlled
energy sources� For this reason they are relatively inexpensive and reliable� Ac
tive suspensions require energy sources such as compressors or pumps� Semiactive
suspensions� as their name implies� �ll the gap between purely passive and purely
active suspensions� The improved performances of active and semiactive suspen
sions implies increased hardware complexity� higher costs and diminished reliability�

In this paper� a new passive suspension based on non integer di�erentiation is
presented� The principle is to replace the spring and damper of a traditional sus
pension by a mechanical system de�ned by a non integer order forcedisplacement
transmittance� The suspension thus obtained is called the CRONE suspension be
cause of the link with the second generation CRONE control through the vertical
template ����� This is why the principle of the second generation CRONE control
is used to synthesize suspension transmittance� Suspension parameters are then
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determined from a constrained optimization of a performance criterion� The fre
quency and time responses� for various values of the vehicle load� reveal a great
robustness of the stability degree through the constancy of the resonance ratio in
the frequency domain� and of the damping ratio in the time domain�

From the concept of the CRONE suspension several technological solutions have
been developed ����� One of them� called passive CRONE suspension� uses the link
between recursivity and non integer di�erentiation�


��� Vehicle model

The suspension system� located between the bodywork and wheel� develops a
force f�t	 which can be generated by an active� semiactive or passive device ��
�
����� For example� a traditional suspension ��g� ��a	 develops a force f�t	 which is
a function of the relative displacement �zu�t	� zs�t		 and given by �

f �t	 � k �zu �t	� zs �t		 � b
d

dt
�zu �t	 � zs �t		 � �
��	

in which zu�t	 and zs�t	 are the vertical displacements of the wheel �unsprung
mass	 and bodywork �sprung mass	� k the sti�ness of the spring and b the damping
coe�cient�

Figure �� Quarter car model with traditional �a	 and CRONE �b	 suspensions

The CRONE suspension develops a force f�t	 which is a function of the relative
displacement and which obeys symbolically the general relation �

F �s	 � C �s	 �Zu �s	 � Zs �s		 � �
��	

in which C�s	 is the suspension transmittance de�ned by a non integer expression
�
���	�

If it is assumed that the tyre does not leave the ground and that zu�t	 and
zs�t	 are measured from the static equilibrium position� then the application of the
fundamental law of dynamics leads to the linearized equation of motion �

M

�
d

dt

��
zs �t	 � f �t	 � �
��	

in which M is the sprung mass� The Laplace transform of equation �
��	� assuming
zero initial conditions� is

Ms�Zs �s	 � F �s	 � �
��	

To analyze the vibration isolation of the sprung mass� two transmittances are
de�ned �
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T �s	 �
Zs �s	

Zu �s	
and S �s	 �

Zu �s	 � Zs �s	

Zu �s	
� �� T �s	 � �
�
	

From equations �
��	� �
��	 and �
��	� the expressions of T �s	 and S�s	 are given
by �

T �s	 �
k � bs

k � bs �Ms�
and S �s	 �

Ms�

k � bs �Ms�
�
��	

for the traditional suspension�

T �s	 �
C �s	

C �s	 �Ms�
and S �s	 �

Ms�

C �s	 �Ms�
�
��	

for the CRONE suspension�


��� Synthesis of suspension transmittance

The synthesis method of the CRONE suspension is based on transmittances T �s	
and S�s	 which can be written as �

T �s	 �

 �s	

� � 
 �s	
and S �s	 �

�

� � 
 �s	
� �
��	

in which �


 �s	 �
C �s	

Ms�
� �
��	

The transmittances T �s	 and S�s	 can here be considered to be these of an
elementary control loop whose 
�s	 is the open loop transmittance�

Given that relation �
��	 expresses that a variation of mass is accompanied by
a variation of open loop gain� the principle of the second generation CRONE con
trol can be used to synthesize the open loop Nichols locus which traces a vertical
template for the nominal mass�

A way of synthesizing the open loop Nichols locus consists in determining a
transmittance 
�s	 which has successively �Fig� �	�

� an order � asymptotic behavior at low frequencies to eliminate tracking error
� an order � asymptotic behavior where � is between � and �� exclusively
around frequency �u to limit the synthesis of the non integer di�erentiation
at a truncated frequency interval �

� an order � asymptotic behavior at high frequencies� to ensure satisfactory
�ltering of vibrations at high frequencies�

Such a behavior can be obtained with a transmittance of the form �


 �s	 � C�

�
� � s

�b

���

� � s

�h

����� ���s
��

� �
���	

in which

�b �� �A� �B �� �h and �� � �� � � ��� �� � �
���	

Identi�cation of equations �
��	 and �
���	 gives �
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�p
M

� �� �
���	

and

C �s	 �
F �s	

Zu �s	 � Zs �s	
� C�

�
� � s

�b

���
�
� � s

�h

����� � �
���	

Figure 	� Open loop Nichols locus of the CRONE suspension

The equation thus obtained de�nes the ideal version of the suspension� The
corresponding real version is de�ned by an integer order transmittance of the form
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��� Performance

The design of advanced vehicle suspension can be formulated as an optimal
control problem� The main objective of the suspension is to provide good vibration
isolation for comfort and to maintain adequate adherence of the wheels for braking�
accelerating and handling� Additional constraints limit suspension stroke� The
objective and the constraints can be formulated in an optimality criterion �����
In addition� to obtain a signi�cant comparison between traditional and CRONE
suspension performances� a constraint is �xed for the minimal sprung mass � equal
unit gain frequency of open loop 
�j�	�

The traditional suspension used for comparison is the rear hydropneumatic sus
pension of a Citro�en BX� The parameters of the quartercar model are given by
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� sprung mass � �
�kg�M � ���kg �
� sti�ness � k ��
��N�m �
� damping coe�cient � b ��
�Ns�m�

From this data� the constrained optimization� computed using the op
timization toolbox of Matlab c�� provides the optimal parameters of the
CRONE suspension� namely �

� for the ideal version �
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����� Frequency responses� Fig� � and � show the frequency performances in
open loop and closed loop�

Fig� � gives the Nichols loci of 
�j�	 for the traditional and CRONE suspensions�
The phase margin varies with mass M for the traditional suspension� On the
other hand� the phase margin is independent for the CRONE suspension� where
the Nichols loci in open loop trace the template which characterizes the second
generation CRONE control�

Fig� � gives the gain diagrams of T �j�	 for the traditional and CRONE sus
pensions� For the CRONE suspension� the resonance ratio can be seen to be both
weak and insensitive to variations of mass M � This shows a better robustness of
the CRONE suspension in the frequency domain�

Figure 
� Nichols loci in open loop for traditional �a	 and
CRONE �b	 suspension � M � �
�kg�   M � ��
kg� ���� M �
���kg
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Figure �� Gain diagrams of T �j�	 for traditional �a	 and
CRONE �b	 suspension � M � �
�kg�   M � ��
kg� ���� M �
���kg


����� Step responses� Fig� �� gives the step responses of the bodywork for both
suspensions� For the CRONE suspension it can be seen that the �rst overshoot
remains constant� showing a better robustness for the CRONE suspension in the
time domain �Fig� ���b	�

Figure ��� Step responses of sprung mass for traditional �a	 and
CRONE �b	 suspension � M � �
�kg�   M � ��
kg� ���� M �
���kg
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�� Conclusion

In this paper� a physical phenomenon have been used to develop a robust control
strategy based on real non integer di�erentiation� This study has allowed recent
developments which lead to the replacement of the vertical template� either by a
generalized template de�ned as a straight line segment of any direction� or by a
multitemplate de�ned as a set of templates of a similar type� Real non integer
integration used in the description of the vertical template is in this case replaced
by complex non integer integration� The control is then robust to reparametrations
of the plant which does not necessarily lead to variations of gain around the open
loop unit gain frequency� The generalization thus de�ned is the object of the third
generation CRONE control ��� which can be applied to multivariable or timevarying
plants� Note that other control strategies based on non integer approaches ����� �����
sometimes closely related to CRONE principles ��
�� can be found in the literature�

The study of the CRONE suspension has also shown the usefulness of non integer
di�erentiation in vibration isolation� From the concept of the CRONE suspension�
several technological solutions have been developed ����� One of them� called passive
CRONE suspension is based on a recursive distribution of springs and dampers�
This suspension has been implemented on an experimental Citro�en BX� Bench and
road tests on this prototype have validated theoretical expectations ����� Other
technological solutions based on energetical transfer have also been studied� These
technological solutions are called active and passive piloted CRONE suspension
and are actually tested� New versions of passive CRONE suspension based on
viscoelastic �uid �ow in porous media are also studied �����
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